Planning of Student Housing /AN-Najah National University

The project concept

The Land Use map concept

The relationship between the Site and (city center, old campus)

The distance from the site to the city center is 2 km and the distance from the site to the old campus is 1 km.

The Master plan map

The Number of Floor

The project concept

Type of soil in the study area is clay loam (rocky soil) which is good in terms of resistance and can be built directly.
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The distance from the site to the old campus is 1 km.
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Type of soil in the study area is clay loam (rocky soil) which is good in terms of resistance and can be built directly.
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Vision
Distinguished student housing provides comfort for students and meets their different needs.

the housing designed on 109 Acres for 1500 student girls (65%) : 975
Boys (35%) : 525

Student Housing

Administration